In the grotesque decorations executed by Giovanni da Udine under Raphael, the rendering of light, suspension and growth is given a topographical orientation of some importance for the subsequent articulation of architectural decoration. These decorations appear in pensile architecture and play on the dual nature of the grottesche as chthonic and ethereal.1 Their three major experiments are however quite distinct in character, each working with a particular aspect or potential of the decoration. The Stufetta of Cardinal Bibbiena (1516) reproduces the vault compartments of the Volta Dorata and the aediculae of the Domus Aurea; with its red, black and gold grounds and its imitation of ancient encaustic, it comes closest to a recreation of an ancient painted room.2 The Loggetta of Cardinal Bibiena (1516) is a playful paradox-a subterranean cryptoporticus transformed into a loggia hanging in the light, peopled with the nocturnal creatures may allude to the animals and insects which infested the grottoes, commemorated in the comic rhyme about early explorations of the Domus Aurea.3 Dacos links the punning details of the decoration, where potbellied old men stand on delicate stems and cupids carry poles to keep their balance, with Bibbiena's delight in comedy, and Leo X's letter on the "joy and rejoicing" of Bibbiena's residence.4
The combination of brilliant ground and the insect-like delicacy of the forms plays with the duality of darkness and light associated with renovation of antiquity, its layered temporality concerning splendour or illumination and obscurity or decay. The delicate grotesques against their brilliant white background suggest nocturnal forms as though dissolved by the white light in which they hang.5
The Loggetta displays the coincidence between the chthonic and the effulgent, monstrosity and delicacy; this display also usurps the place of dramatic illusion. The pendant character of the dainty chimeras mirrors the pensile architecture of the loggia and their volatile, fugitive nature is echoed in the proliferation of frames so that the search for an organising central frame constantly moves from one area to another.
In place of an ornament that frames and 'discovers' an illusionistic history, here a series of analogies are created between figuration, disposition and architectural situation. These analogies provide the framework for a miscellany of images, including ancient cameos or plaques, stemma and animals from the menagerie of Leo X. Full size trompe d'oeil painted statues in niches punctuate the corridor, denoting the Loggetta as a sculpture gallery. Dominating the framework and its content is the reference to the fantasy which invents, combines and orders the metamorphic figurations that hang like a veil of metaphor over a field of light.
The Vatican Logge are, as Dacos observed, less experimental, as they return to the candelabra disposition of the grottesche as pilasters framing vistaspainted and real gardens in what is now the Cortile di San Damaso.6 The 55-60; she limits Raphael's role to the cornice framing the tempietti where grisaille 'statues' stand in fictive niches. 
